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all of the studies in the sample. (3) When study findings differ, narrative reviewers have difficulty reaching
clear conclusions about whether differences in study
methods explain differences in results. Because such
reviewers usually do not systematically code studies'
methods, their procedures are poorly suited to account
for inconsistencies in findings. (4) Narrative reviewers
typically rely on statistical significance to judge studies' findings and not on the magnitude of the findings.
Statistical significance is a poor basis for comparing
studies that have different sample sizes because effects
of identical magnitude can differ in statistical significance. Because of this problem, narrative reviewers
often reach erroneous conclusions about the confirmation of a hypothesis in a series of studies, even in
literatures as small as 10 studies (Cooper & Rosenthal,
1980). All four of these problems can render narrative
reviews inadequate in most contexts in which research
is aggregated and integrated.
These potential flaws in the review process become
increasingly aggravated as the number of studies
available mounts. In contemporary psychology, large
research literatures are not uncommon. For example, even as early as 1978, there were at least 345
studies examining interpersonal expectancy effects
(Rosenthal & Rubin, 1978). Similarly, by 1983, there
were more than 1,000 studies evaluating whether
birth order relates to personality (Ernst & Angst,
1983). As the number of studies increases, the conclusions reached by narrative reviewers typically become
more unreliable because of the informality of their
methods (Johnson & Boynton, 2008).
Because of the importance of comparing study findings accurately, scholars have dedicated considerable
effort to making the review process as reliable and
valid as possible and thereby avoiding the criticisms
that narrative reviews often engender. The result has
been the emergence of review techniques that summarize scientific literatures by methods that are themselves consistent with scientific norms. Quantitative
research synthesis or meta-analysis statistically cumulates
the results of independent empirical tests of a particular relation between variables. More recently, integrative data analysis of individual-level data has also
emerged (e.g., Cooper & Pattall, 2009). Although scientists have cumulated empirical data from independent studies since the early 1800s (Stigler, 1986), relatively sophisticated techniques emerged only after
the advent of standardized indexes such as r-, d-,
and p-values. In the first published monograph related
to these strategies, Glass, McGaw, and Smith ( 1981)

emphasized that reviewing scientific literature is
a scientific practice that should follow disciplined
and transparent steps. Reflecting the maturation of
meta-analysis, Hedges and Olkin (1985) presented a
sophisticated version of its statistical bases. Standards
for meta -analysis have grown increasingly rigorous,
as apparent in the two editions of The Handbook of
Research Synthesis and Meta-Analysis (Cooper & Hedges,
1994; Cooper, Hedges, & Valentine, 2009).
Social psychologists' first rudimentary applications
of quantitative review techniques occurred in the
1960s (e.g., Rosenthal, 1968; Wicker, 1969), but it was
not until the late 1970s and early 1980s that scholars applied these techniques to a wide range of social
psychological phenomena (e.g., Bond & Titus, 1983;
Cooper, 1979; Hall, 1978). In many instances, metaanalyses have overturned or enhanced prior narrative reviewers' conclusions. As one example, Sidanius,
Pratto, and Bobo ( 1994) proposed the gender invariance hypothesis - that, across cultures, males score
higher in social dominance orientation than do
females. Lee, Pratto, and Johnson's (2011) metaanalysis revealed gender differences that varied considerably in magnitude but did not disappear across
the cultures investigated. Within social and personality psychology, as in many other sciences, quantitative
research synthesis is now well accepted because scholars realize that careful application of these techniques
yields the clearest conclusions about a research literature (Card, 2012; Cooper et al., 2009).
To provide a general introduction to meta -analysis,
in the remainder of this chapter we ( 1) present the
steps involved in synthesizing research, (2) consider
some options that reviewers should consider as they
proceed through these steps, (3) discuss standards for
conducting and evaluating quantitative reviews, and
(4) evaluate meta-analysis relative to primary research
and other methods of testing hypotheses. In treating
this subject, consistent with convention, we use the
term "meta-analysis" to refer broadly to the entirety
of the process, including both quantitative and qualitative aspects. 1

1

Strictly speaking, meta-analysis concerns only a statistical
integration, the "analyses of analyses" that the term literally
connotes. Nonetheless, in practice, reviews that include analyses of analyses are usually labeled meta -analyses, meaning
more broadly the entire research synthesis process. For clarity, a systematic review is generally one that attempts to grade
evidence relevant to a question; it may or may not include
meta-analysis per se.

PROCEDURES FOR META-ANALYSIS

An Overview of the Process of Quantitative

Synthesis
The research process underlying quantitative synthesis can be broken into discrete steps (Cooper,
2010). Each stage contributes to the next stage; careful
work in the early stages makes the later stages easier
to accomplish and improves the quality of the overall review. As a preview to a more detailed exposition,
we list the stages and some of the questions that often
accompany them:
l. Conceptual analysis of the literature. What indepen-

dent and dependent variables define the phenomenon? How have these variables been operationalized in research? Have scholars debated
different explanations for the relationship demonstrated between these variables? Can the metaanalysis address these competing explanations?
When, how much, and in what pattern should the
variables relate? Should the size of the relation be
relatively consistent or inconsistent across studies?
2. Setting boundaries for the sample of studies. What criteria should be used to select studies for the sample?
Should considerations of study quality play a major
role? What criteria should exclude studies from the
sample?
3. Locating relevant studies. What strategies will best
locate the universe of studies? How can unpublished studies be obtained?
4. Creating the meta-analytic database. Which study
characteristics should be represented, and how
can these characteristics be coded or otherwise
assessed? How can the quality of a study's methods
be assessed?
5. Estimating effect sizes. Which effect size metric should
be used? What are the best ways to convert study
statiStics into effect sizes? How can extraneous
influences on effect size magnitude best be controlled?
6. Analyzing the database. How should the effect size
data be analyzed statistically? Which of the available meta-analytic frameworks for statistical analysis is most appropriate? What sorts of statistical
models are appropriate? How can the tests associated with these models be interpreted? How can
statistical outliers among the effect sizes be located
and treated?
7. Presenting, interpreting, and disseminating the results.
What information about the studies should be
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presented? Which meta-analytic models should
appear? What are the best techniques for displaying
the meta -analytic results? What knowledge accrues
from the synthesis? How do the meta -analytic
results reflect on the theoretical analysis? Has the
synthesis uncovered important areas that warrant
future research? Has it revealed novel hypotheses
that should be tested in new primary research?
Conceptual Analysis of the Literature
The initial conceptual exploration of a research literature is critical because these ideas affect the methods that follow, such as the criteria for including and
excluding studies. The first conceptual step is to specify, with great clarity, the phenomenon under review
by defining the variables whose relation is the focus
of the review. Ordinarily, a synthesis evaluates evidence relevant to a single hypothesis that is defined
as a relation between two variables, often stated as
the influence of an independent variable on a dependent variable (e.g., the effects of ego depletion on
self-control, synthesized by Hagger, Wood, Stiff, and
Chatzisarantis, 2010). Moreover, a synthesis must take
study quality into account at an early point to determine the kinds of operations that constitute acceptable
operationalizations of these conceptual variables. Typically, studies testing a particular hypothesis differ in
the operations used to establish the independent and
the dependent variables. If the differences in studies'
operations can be appropriately judged or categorized,
analysts can probably explain some of this variability
using these differences as moderator variables.
The research problem's history and its typical studies are essential to this conceptual analysis. Theoretical articles, earlier reviews, and empirical articles
should be examined for their interpretations of the
phenomenon under investigation. Authors' theories
or even their more informal insights may suggest moderators of the effect that could potentially be coded in
the studies and examined for their explanatory power.
If scholars have debated different theories, the synthesis should be designed to address them, if possible.
The most common way to test competing explanations is to examine how the findings pattern across
studies. Specifically, a theory might imply that a third
variable should influence the relation between the
independent and dependent variables: The relation
should be larger or smaller with a higher level of this
third variable. Treating this third variable as a potential moderator, the analyst would code the studies for
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their status on the moderator. This meta-analytic strategy, known as the moderator variable or effect modifier
approach, is analogous to the examination of interactions with primary-level data (see the section on Estimating Effect Sizes). However, instead of testing the
interaction within one study's data, the meta-analysis
tests whether the moderator affects the examined relation across the studies included in the sample. Such an
analysis determines when the magnitude or sign of the
relationship varies. Using this strategy, Malle (2006)
found that the tendency to explain one's own behavior with situational causes and others' behavior with
personal causes holds only for negative events; the
opposite asymmetry holds for positive events.
In addition to this moderator variable approach,
other strategies have proven to be useful. In particular, a theory might suggest that a third variable serves
as a mediator of the critical relation because it conveys the causal impact of the independent variable on
the dependent variable (see Judd, Yzerbyt, & Muller,
Chapter 25 in this volume; Shadish, 1996). If at least
some of the primary studies have evaluated this mediating process, mediator relations can be tested within a
meta -analytic framework by performing correlational
analyses that are an extension of path analysis with
primary-level data. Using such techniques, Albarracfn,
Johnson, Fishbein, and Muellerleile's (2001) examination of 96 independent studies showed that, consistent with reasoned action approaches, intentions
generally mediated the influence of attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control on
action.
Setting Boundaries for the Sample of Studies
In beginning a meta -analysis, the reviewer should
consider whether all possible tests of a relationship
should be included. This decision is important because
the inferential power of any meta -analysis is limited
by the methods of the studies that it integrates. To
the extent that all (or most) of the reviewed studies share a particular methodological limitation, any
synthesis of these studies would be limited in this
respect. For example, a synthesis of correlational studies will produce only correlational evidence about the
association in question. Yet if the critical hypothesis were tested with true experiments, defined by
one or more manipulated independent variables and
the random assignment of participants to conditions,
the meta-analysis would gauge the causal effect of the
independent variables on the dependent variable
across the studies reviewed. Nevertheless, in all meta-
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analyses, most relations between moderator variables
and the effect of interest are correlational and therefore causally ambiguous. For example, Koenig, Eagly,
Mitchell, and Ristikari (2011) found that, across three
research paradigms, the cultural masculinity of the
leader stereotype has decreased over time. Effects of
year of publication, like many other study characteristics, can be difficult to interpret because of potential
confounds with other variables (e.g., cultural change
or change in methods).
Moderator tests can yield stronger causal claims if
the moderator reflects within-studies manipulations.
In such cases, random assignment of participants to
levels of the moderator in the primary studies makes
it less likely that confounds were associated with the
moderator. In this strategy, the results of each study
are divided to produce separate effect sizes within levels of the moderator. For example, Baas, De Dreu, and
Nijstad (2008) showed that creativity was enhanced
more by positive moods than by neutral ones; moreover, mood valence was experimentally manipulated
in most of the studies. If an analysis were limited to the
studies that contained this manipulation, any moderation could be more confidently attributed to the
manipulated variable, barring confounds with other
variables.
In deciding whether some studies may be insufficiently rigorous to include in the meta-analysis,
a reviewer should take into account methodological standards within the research area. Although a
large number of potential threats to methodological rigor have been identified (see Brewer & Crano,
Chapter 2 in this volume; Campbell & Stanley, 1963;
Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002; Valentine, 2009),
there are few absolute standards of study quality.
For example, there are hundreds of scales purporting to gauge methodological quality (Deeks, Dinnes,
D'Amico, Sowden, Sakarovitch, Song, Petticrew, &
Altman, 2003). Moreover, in practice, the characteristics considered essential to ensure high study quality vary widely across research areas . In some literatures, it is lmown that a certain method (e.g., a
measure or a manipulation) yields seriously flawed
results; if so, an analyst might eliminate studies that
used this method. Indeed, one possible strategy is to
omit obviously flawed studies to restrict the synthesis to studies of high quality, a practice known as bestevidence synthesis (Greenwald & Russell, 1991).
Another option is to attempt to correct the effect
sizes for certain methodological biases (see the section on Correcting Effect Sizes for Bias). Retaining potentially flawed studies and representing their

quality-relevant features in the coding scheme is
another defensible strategy, given that methods
always contain some degree of error. For example, if a
given variable was not manipulated or assessed uniformly across the studies, a coding of the variable's
quality (e.g., its reliability) may predict effect size magnitude. More generally, meta-analyses should examine whether variant methods yield differing findings
(for an example, see Heinsman & Shadish, 1996; see
also Moyer & Finney, 2002).
In addition to study quality, many other considerations enter into setting the boundaries of a research
literature. Boundary-setting forces reviewers to weigh
conceptual and practical issues, which are particularly acute in literatures featuring a variety of methods. Sometimes boundaries include only studies that
are relatively homogeneous methodologically (e.g.,
only experimental studies), and sometimes boundaries encompass different methods (e.g., both experimental and correlational studies). In general, boundaries should be wide enough to allow the testing of
interesting hypotheses about moderator variables. Yet
if very diverse methods are included, some moderator variables may exist only within particular methods (e.g., participants' organizational status exists only
within studies conducted in organizations). In general, including a wide variety of methods might make
a meta-analysis unwieldy. In such instances, metaanalysts may divide a literature into two or more
reviews, each addressing a different aspect of a broad
research question.
If the boundaries of a meta -analysis are too wide,
researchers may be the targets of what is known as
the "apples and oranges" critique (Glass et al., 1981) that is, combining studies that used markedly different
methods. Methodologists have been generally unsympathetic to this criticism because they regard it as the
task of the meta -analyst to examine whether differences in methods produce consequential differences
in study outcomes. This demonstration is achieved
by dividing studies into various categories or ranges,
as we discuss in the section on Analyzing the MetaAnalytic Database. Of course, meta-analyses that fail
to consider moderators can warrant the criticism of
ignoring the possible effects that diverse methods have
on study outcomes.
Analysts often set the boundaries of the synthesis
so that the methods of included studies differ dramatically only on critical moderator dimensions. If
other extraneous dimensions are thereby held relatively constant across the reviewed studies, moderator variable analyses can be more clearly interpreted.
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Meta -analysts proceed by dividing studies based on
the moderator variable, where possible, and analyzing
the effect of interest within the levels of the moderator (or treating such moderators as continuous variables). Such designs appear frequently in social and
personality psychology. For example, because argument quality moderates the effects of involvement on
message-based persuasion, Johnson and Eagly (1989)
calculated involvement effect sizes within the levels of
quality.
Meta-analysts should include all studies or portions
of studies that satisfy the selection criteria. If some
studies meeting preliminary criteria established conditions that are judged to be extremely atypical (e.g.,
mentally disabled or ill participant populations), the
selection criteria may be modified to exclude them.
Developing selection criteria often continues as metaanalysts examine more studies and thereby discover
the full range of research designs that have investigated a particular hypothesis.
One issue that generally arises when setting boundaries is whether to include unpublished studies
(Rothstein & Hopewell, 2009). Although these studies are usually more difficult to access, their omission
typically biases the review's findings in favor of larger
effects (e.g., Dickersin, 1997; Johnson, Scott-Sheldon,
& Carey, 2010; Lipsey & Wilson, 1993). The frequent
omission of nonsignificant findings from the research
record is most likely responsible for the so-called
decline effect (Schooler, 2011), whereby the strength of
findings supporting a particular hypothesis decreases
after initially appearing robust. Moreover, the withholding of nonsignificant findings from publication
appears to be a widespread practice that can compromise the validity of many published effects (Francis,
2012; Ioannidis, 2005). In a discussion of unpublished
studies, Rosenthal ( 1979) referred to them as producing "a file-drawer problem" because they may be
buried in researchers' file drawers and therefore inaccessible to reviewers. In fact, surveys of researchers
suggest that as much as two-thirds of the studies that
are conducted are never published (Cooper, DeNeve,
& Charlton, 1997; Rotton, Foos, Van Meek, & Levitt,
1995). Of course, many additional factors affect
studies' publication status (e.g., author productivity;
Sommer, 1987). A partial solution to the problem
of published literatures that are biased in favor of
hypotheses is to seek studies that are reported in dissertations and master's theses and as poster sessions
and talks at conferences. These studies are less likely
to be screened for statistical significance than studies published in journals. Meta-analysts can also ask
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researchers in an area if they have additional, unpublished data sets that they can share.
Given these considerations, every effort should be
made to obtain unpublished studies . The goal of metaanalysis is to describe the universe of studies on a topic,
or at least an unbiased sample of that universe (White,
2009). Disregarding this goal compromises the validity
of the meta-analysis as a representation of the research
literature. Ironically, a meta-analyst would not even
learn that this unpublished literature exists without
searching for it. Another benefit of including unpublished studies is that they enlarge the number of studies in the meta-analysis, thereby increasing statistical
power to estimate mean effect sizes and to detect moderators of effect sizes.
Regardless of studies' publication status, analysts
should judge them against a set of inclusion and exclusion criteria and code their quality-relevant features.
Uniform implementation of these procedures helps
circumvent the potential criticism that unpublished
studies are generally of unacceptable quality because
of the absence of peer review. Rather than merely
assume (perhaps incorrectly) that unpublished studies are of inadequate quality, a meta-analyst should
remove all studies, published or unpublished, that do
not meet the review's quality criteria and code the
remaining studies on quality-relevant study characteristics (e.g., reliability of measures).
A further decision that often arises is whether the
sample of studies should be restricted to one country or culture. The reasoning that encourages sampling unpublished studies also encourages sampling
studies from all countries and cultures. Moreover,
including such studies increases the inclusiveness of
the meta -analysis by permitting an analyst to answer
questions about the generality of the studied effect
across diverse cultures . Indeed, it seems meritorious
for meta -analyses with large enough samples of studies to conduct such tests routinely. For example, Bond
and Smith ( 1996) found that conformity in Asch -style
line-judgment experiments was more marked in collectivistic than in individualistic cultures (although the
conformity effect was significant within both types of
cultures). Yet, in many research literatures, it may
not be possible to address this issue meta -analytically
because only a very small number of studies are available from countries other than the one in which the
research paradigm first appeared (e.g., Eagly, Makhijani, & Klonsky, 1992; Lee et al., 2011). Therefore, as a
general rule, studies from multiple cultures should be
included in the sample if they are available in at least
modest numbers. Although computer applications
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(e.g., Google Translate) can help overcome foreign
language barriers, knowledge of a culture's practices
can be crucial to coding such studies accurately. Therefore, meta -analysts should typically seek the assistance
of native or other highly skilled speakers of the foreign
languages represented in the included studies (e.g.,
Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006) .
A final issue is the completeness with which very
large research literatures are reviewed. Some literatures are so enormous that including all studies would
be impractical. In these instances, meta -analysts might
take a random sample of the entire research literature (Card, 2012), with sample size guided by statistical power considerations (Cafri, Kromrey, & Brannick,
2009; Valentine, Pigott, & Rothstein, 2010). 2 Specifically, a meta-analyst would list all the studies in the
pertinent literature, decide how many would make
a sufficient sample, and randomly select this number
of studies. An example of such sampling is Rosenthal
and Rubin's (1978) meta-analysis of the interpersonal
expectancy effect literature.

Locating Relevant Studies
Because including a large number of studies generally increases the value of a quantitative synthesis,
it is important to locate as many studies as possible
that might be suitable for inclusion. When a literature
consists of findings whose presence in reports cannot necessarily be discerned from reading titles and
abstracts, a reviewer may have to retrieve all studies in the general research area to identify the finding
of interest. For example, Kotov, Gamez, Schmidt, and
Watson (2010) screened 7,156 abstracts of studies on
traits and anxiety, depression, and substance use; 17 5
studies fit their inclusion criteria.
Reviewers are well advised to err in the direction of being overly inclusive in their searching procedures. As described elsewhere (e.g., Cooper, 2010;
Johnson & Boynton, 2008; Lipsey & Wilson, 2001;
White, 2009), there are many ways to find relevant studies; ordinarily, analysts should use all of
these techniques. Unfortunately, computer searches
of databases such as PsyciNFO and Google Scholar
2

Meta -analysts are wise to consider the potential coverage of
the moderators planned for analyses (Card, 2012) . Merely
randomly sampling studies from the frame of available studies may leave some moderators relatively sparse at values of
theoretical interest. In oversampling among extreme values
on the moderator, stratified random samples maximize available moderator variance and thus make statistical tests more
sensitive.

seldom locate all of the available studies, although
such searches are extremely useful. There are many
other databases aside from the most familiar aforementioned ones. Some of these databases cover literature primarily in English (e.g., ProQuest Dissertations and Theses, Web of Science, Sociological
Abstracts, MEDLINE, ABI!Inform Global, ERIC) .
Other databases contain primarily studies published
in foreign languages (Psicodoc for Spanish and Portuguese; PSYNDEX for German). Also, other nations
maintain databases of dissertations (e.g., Index to Theses and Electronic Theses Online Service, United Kingdom and Ireland; Deutsche Nationalbibliothek and
Dissonline, Germany; DART-Europe, pan-European
portal for dissertations and theses; China Doctor Dissertations Database). Finally, conference papers and
other types of unpublished papers appear in PsycEXTRA (from the American Psychological Association)
and ERIC. These databases thus provide partial access
to the fugitive literature of unpublished studies (Rothstein & Hopewell, 2009). Databases also increasingly
afford full-text searches, which can be very important for literatures in which the focal comparison is
less likely to appear in abstracts (e.g., comparison of
cooperative behavior of women and men as reviewed
by Balliet, Li, Macfarlan, & Van Vugt, 2011). Librarians can provide helpful advice to novice searchers,
and many databases offer excellent tutorials (Reed &
Baxter, 2009).
Finally, to enable evaluation of search procedures
as well as their replication, the review should describe
in detail its methods of locating studies, including
the names of the databases that were searched, and
for each database the time period covered and the
keywords used. Reviewers should also describe their
inclusion and exclusion criteria and provide a rationale for these criteria, consistent with meta-analysis
reporting standards (MARS; American Psychological
Association, 2008). More comprehensive standards
(e .g., PRISMA; Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff, & Altman,
2009) include other features, such as a chart describing the flow of study reports into the meta -analysis
and a listing of excluded as well as included studies .
STUDY CHARACTERISTICS. In conceptualizing the
meta -analysis, reviewers have usually developed ideas
about the study characteristics that should be coded.
The most important of these characteristics are potential moderator variables that may account for variation among the studies' effect sizes. It is also important
to consider whether studies that differ along a critical
moderator dimension also differ on other dimensions.
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Because such confounds could produce interpretational difficulties, coding these additional characteristics potentially permits a meta-analysis to determine
which variables explain unique variation in predicting
effect size magnitude and which do not. Finally, it is
also important to code the studies for numerous other
characteristics such as their date of publication and
participant population, even if these characteristics are
not expected to account for variation in studies' outcomes (Lipsey, 2009), because such features help set
an interpretative context for the review.
Study characteristics may be either continuous or
categorical. Variables on a categorical metric consist of
a discrete number of values that reflect qualitative differences between those values . For example, among
the categorical study characteristics that Freund and
Kasten (2012) coded in a meta-analysis of the validity
of self-estimates of cognitive ability were ability type,
order of self-estimate and ability test, and gender of
participants. Variables on a continuous metric consist of
values that exist along ratio, interval, or ordinal scales
(see Wilson, 2009 for examples).
Some important features of studies are difficult to
code accurately by reading study reports. For example, in a meta-analysis on sex-related differences in
aggression, Eagly and Steffen ( 1986) wished to determine whether women and men differed in how unfavorably they perceived aggressive acts. Therefore, they
asked female and male students to rate the extent to
which each such act would produce harm to the target of aggression, guilt and anxiety in oneself as the
aggressor, and danger to oneself. From these ratings
Eagly and Steffen estimated sex differences in these
students' perceptions of the aggressive acts and related
these scores to the effect sizes that represented sex
differences in aggressive behavior. In other instances,
experts' ratings could be obtained based on their reading of the method sections of the reports or of the
actual stimulus materials used in the studies (e.g.,
Johnson & Eagly, 1989; Marcus-Newhall, Pedersen,
Carlson, & Miller, 2000). Similarly, in a review of the
involvement and persuasion literature, Johnson and
Eagly ( 1989) provided undergraduate judges samples
of the arguments these studies had used and asked
them to rate them in terms of their strength in supporting the message position. Such operations help
assess dimensions that can prove important in moderator analyses .
Convergent evidence of the reliability and validity
of the judges' ratings used by these methods is desirable, because these judges function only as observers
of studies' methods. Interjudge reliability estimates
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can be calculated (e.g., Marcus-Newhall et al., 2000) .
In addition, the validity of judges' ratings of manipulation effectiveness can be estimated by comparing them with effect sizes representing the manipulation checks present in the studies (e .g., Bettencourt
& Miller, 1996; Miller, Lee, & Carlson, 1991).
Given the importance to
meta -analyses of accurate coding of the included studies, two or more individuals should perform the coding independently, followed by the calculation of an
appropriate index of interrater reliability (such as the
intraclass correlation or Cohen's, 1960, kappa; Orwin
& Vevea, 2009). In most cases, disagreements can be
resolved by discussion, or perhaps by averaging. Given
that coding can be extremely time consuming, an
alternative is to conduct dual coding on only a subset of studies, and if reliability is high, do only single
coding on the remaining studies (Card, 2012). However, random sampling should determine which studies enter the initial sample of studies to be doublecoded. Then, once reliability is established, studies
should be chosen at random for double-coding (and
included in the final reliability calculations). The better procedure, if feasible, is to double-code all studies.

and collectives (e.g., International Social Survey Programme, 2012) conduct similar opinion surveys. Hofstede's (2001) and others' surveys on cultural dimensions such as individualism, uncertainty avoidance,
and masculinity are available for many nations (Taras,
Kirkman, & Steel, 2010). The Cingranelli-Richards
Human Rights Project (2012) gauges government
respect for human rights across most nations . The
World Values Survey (2012) compiles political and
sociocultural indicators for many nations. The United
Nations Statistics Division (2012) offers economic and
sociopolitical data, as do the International Labor Organization (2012) and the World Bank (2013).

RELIABILITY OF CODING.

CULTURAL AND SOCIAL STRUCTURAL CHARACTER-

Although meta -analysts rely mainly on information in the source reports, they often incorporate
information available elsewhere. Such information
ranges from physical dimensions of social milieus to
descriptions of social collectives such as organizations,
communities, and nations. For example, Mullen and
Felleman ( 1989) learned what specific dormitories had
been studied in studies of crowding and then obtained
from college administrators blueprints that allowed
them to gauge physical features that were relevant
to crowding effects. Similarly, Eagly, JohannesenSchmidt, and van Engen's (2001) synthesis of sex differences and similarities of leadership styles obtained
data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and other
sources to estimate the distribution of the sexes in
studies' leadership roles when that information was
missing from the reports.
Many additional databases relevant to social and
personality phenomena track trends over decades
or even centuries. For example, Gapminder · (2012)
tracks nation-level indicators on hundreds of dimensions (e.g., economic and health statistics). Among the
databases that make U. S. survey data available are
the American National Election Studies (2012) and
the General Social Survey (2012). Many other nations
ISTICS.

Estimating Effect Sizes in Individual Studies
To be included in the meta-analysis, a study must
report a quantitative test of the hypothesis under
scrutiny. In theory, each study j provides an observed
estimate, Yj, of the underlying population phenomenon, (). Hence, an observed study result is not
the "truth" but an estimate of it. In general, past
meta -analyses in personality and social psychology
have emphasized two-variable quantitative tests, such
as how maternal employment relates to children's
achievement (Goldberg, Prause, Lucas-Thompson, &
Himsel, 2008) . Other meta-analyses have used the
arithmetic means of one or more variables as effect
sizes -for example, how much well-being, burnout,
and anxiety are present in particular nations (Fischer
& Boer, 2 0 II). This section considers two-variable
effect size indexes, otherwise known as indexes of
association, and the following section addresses arithmetic means.
EFFECT SIZE INDEXES OF ASSOCIATION. There are
many effect size indexes that gauge associations
between two variables, as Table 26.1 shows. The table
indicates that the measurement features of the variabies in question guide the choice of effect size and
the particular effect size index. As a general principle, if two or more studies report any one of Table
26.l's effect size metrics, they can be meta-analyzed,
although all results must be converted to a single
metric. 3 In addition to an effect size index Yj for each
3

Similarly, use of an unstandardized outcome as the effect
size (e .g., unstandardized regression slope or unstandardized
mean difference) requires that each study assessed the phenomenon using the same operations. For example, Kirsch
et al. (2008) used the unstandardized difference in improvement in depression scores as T because every study in their
meta-analysis used exactly the same measure of depression.
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TABLE 26.1. Potential Two-Variable Effect Sizes Dependent on the Measurement Features of the
Two Variables (adapted from Johnson & Boynton, 2008).
Nature of
Second
Variable

Continuous

Ordinal

Nature of First Variable
Continuous

Ordinal

· Categorical

• Pearson correlation (r)
• Standardized regression slopes ({J)
• Unstandardized regression slopes

• Biserial correlation (rb)

• Standardized mean difference
• Unstandardized mean difference
• Point-biserial correlation (rpb)

• Spearman correlation
(p or rho)
• Tetrachoric correlation
(rret)

• Rank-biserial correlation

Categorical

•
•
•
•

Phi coefficient (cp)
Odds ratio (OR)
Risk ratio (RR)
Risk difference (RD)

Note: (a) Whether a variable is "first" or "second" is arbitrary. (b) "Categorical" assumes two discrete categories (e.g.,
male vs. female or experimental vs. control group), but it is of course possible to have more than two categories. (c) Any
continuous or ordinal variable(s) could artificially be placed in a coarser category. (d) Some forms of effect size have subtypes not listed here (e.g., standardized mean difference can gauge either the means of two independent groups or of two
time points for a single group).

study j, the sampling error associated with each study's
effects must be estimated or recorded because it is used
in all analyses. In social and personality psychology,
because a diversity of measures appears to be the
rule, analysts have nearly always used standardized
effect size indexes, especially the standardized mean
difference and the correlation coefficient. These effect
sizes yield a common metric for comparing studies'
findings.
Table 26.2 provides equations for the most commonly used forms of the standardized mean difference, the product-moment correlation coefficient, and
the logged odds ratio. The table also highlights the
systematic biases of estimates of effect sizes that are
typically corrected in analyses. In addition, this table
notes changes in the naming conventions for standardized mean differences. For example, Hedges's d
(line 2) also has been labeledg* and Hedges's g. Hedges
( 1981) developed this particular index of T specifically to apply to between -groups comparisons at a single point in time, providing proofs and documentation
pertaining to this type of comparison. (Other sources
consider complexities such as adjusting baseline differences between groups or gauging their change over
time; e.g., Becker, 1988; Table 26.2, line 3). Consequently, the term "Hedges's d" should be restricted to

the comparison specified in Table 26.2's line 2. The
same principle holds regarding the other indexes of T.
THE DIRECTION OF EFFECT SIZES GAUGING ASSO-

No matter the type of T used in a metaanalysis, its direction must be maintained consistently
across the included studies by making T positive or
negative so that studies with opposite outcomes have
opposing signs. Ordinarily, a positive sign is given to
outcomes in the expected, hypothesized, or typical,
direction for the meta -analysis as a whole, whereas
the negative sign is given to outcomes that reverse this
direction. Only a relation that is exactly null would
have no sign, because a standardized mean difference
effect size (or r) would be 0.00 (and the Odds Ratio
would be 1.00). 4 Illustrating this practice is Kite and
Whitley's (I 996) meta -analysis of sex-related differences in attitudes toward homosexuals, in which the
expected direction of the findings was that women
would evaluate homosexuals more positively than do
men. Therefore, the positive sign for effect sizes indicated that women's evaluations were more positive
CIATIONS.

4

In parallel, if the odds ratio is T, one might define values

greater than one as positive and those smaller than one as
negative.
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TABLE 26.2. Common Two-Variable Effect Size Equations, Inverse Variance, and Usage Notes
Number Effect Size

Equation(s)

Inverse Variance

Terms

Not formally defined

MA =mean for
Cohen's (1969) dis often
group A; M 8 = mean called "uncorrected effect
for group B; SDp =
size" or g to distinguish it
pooled standard
from Hedge's (sample- size
corrected) d.
deviation

Classic Citation and Notes

Standardized Mean Difference
Two-group comparison
Cohen's d

d = MA - Ms
SDp

2

Hedges's d

d=J(m)x
Cohen's d,
where
3
J(m) ~ 1 - - 4m-1

2(na + nb)na x nb
2(na + nb) 2 + nanbd 2

m = nA

+ nB- 2

na = sample size for
group a; nb = sample
size for group b

Hedges's (1981) dis often
termed "Hedges's g" and
sometimes g*, where the
asterisk implies the
sample-size correction, J(m).
In the inverse variance
equation, dis Hedges's d.

3

One-group temporal comparison
Becker's d
d = Mpre- MPost

2N
4(1-r)+d 2

SDpre

= pretest mean; Becker ( 1988)
= posttest mean;
SDPre = pretest
standard deviation;
r = correlation
between pretest and
posttest; N = sample
size
MPre

MPost

Correlation between two variables
4

Pearson's
productmoment r

5

Correction to
Pearson's r

6

Fisher's r-to-z
transform

7

Fisher's z-to-r
transform

2:,{: 1 Zx;ZY;

r = =--=--N-:--

-

G ( r ): :-: : r

r (1 - r 2 )

+ 2(N-3)
1 +r

1

Zr

=

2 loge 1 e(2Z, ) -

r=

e(2Z,)

r

Not formally defined

zx; and ZY; =
standardized forms of
X and Ybeing related
for each case i

Not formally defined

Pearson (1895)

Rarely used because bias is
small when n > 20.

N-3

loge = natural
logarithm

Fisher (1921)

Not formally defined

e = base of the
natural logarithm

Fisher (1921)

loge = natural
logarithm Observed
cases in a 2 x 2
contingency table:

A. W. F. Edwards (1963),
J. H. Edwards (1957)

1

+1

Odds ratio
8

abed
ab(c +d)+ cd(a +b)

Logged odds
ratio (OR)

than men's, and the negative sign that men's evaluations were more positive than women's. Alternatively,
when experimental groups are compared with control groups, differences in favor of the experimental
group might be given a positive sign, and differences
in favor of the control group given a negative sign.
Finally, meta -analyses may examine omnibus Ts, such
as multiple R, which gauges the amount of variance
explained in a dependent variable attributable to more
than one predictor variable; such Ts take only positive
signs.
MULTIPLE REPORTS FROM INDIVIDUAL STUDIES.

When a given study provides multiple reports of the
relation of interest, the analyst must decide whether
to average the effect sizes to represent the study with
a single effect size estimate or to treat them as separate estimates. To preserve the independence of the
effect sizes in a meta -analysis, each must come from
a different study. That is, the participants whose data
contribute to a given effect size must not contribute to
any other effect sizes in the analysis. 5 Therefore, the
analyst would ordinarily average multiple effect sizes
calculated from a single study. Instead of or in
addition to averaging, an analyst may wish to investigate whether the results of the studies varied depending on the different operations by which their dependent variables were defined. For this purpose, the
preservation of the separate effect size estimates made
within individual studies may enable subsequent analyses examining whether the operations produced differences in the effect sizes. For example, in a metaanalysis of sex differences in leaders' effectiveness,
Eagly, Karau, and Makhijani (1995) analyzed effect
sizes according to the identity of the raters who provided the effectiveness measure and the basic type
of measure (e.g., objective vs. subjective). Although
many individual studies contributed several effect sizes
to these analyses, each study's effect sizes were subsequently aggregated into a single study-level effect size
that was used in additional analyses that did satisfy the
assumption that effect sizes are independent. Analyses
5

9

Transform of
logged odds
ratio to OR

OR = ewR

Not formally defined

e =inverse natural
logarithm function

Is used to convert the LOR
back into its original units
for purposes of display and
interpretation.

Note: The inverse variance is provided only for fixed-effects assumptions. For random-effects assumptions, see the text.

A more subtle form of nonindependence occurs when samples within particular studies are related, such as husbands
in one sample and wives in another, or when single investigators contribute more than one study. Current convention offers no satisfactory solution to this problem except to
conduct sensitivity analyses to determine whether including
dependent cases affects statistical inferences (Greenhouse &
Iyengar, 2009) or to conduct individual participant metaanalyses that can directly accommodate the dependencies
(Stewart, Tierney, & Burdett, 2005).
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using multiple effect sizes from single studies can be
informative even though they violate the assumption
of independence of the effect sizes and thus can make
statistical tests more liberal than they ought to be.
When a study examined the focal relation within
levels of another variable, effect sizes may be calculated within these levels as well as for the study
as a whole. How seriously the use of such withinlevel effect sizes violates the independence assumption depends on whether these levels were created on
a within-subjects or a between-subjects basis. If the
same participants took part at all levels of the variable (i.e., a within-subjects variable), the effect sizes
would be highly dependent. The effect sizes would also
be dependent if one control group served as a comparison for more than one treatment group. Even if
the participants at the different levels were not the
same individuals, the effect sizes would be dependent
because they came from the same study, which was
carried out under conditions existing in a particular
place at a particular point in time (Hedges, 1990). For
example, effect sizes might be calculated separately for
the male and female participants of studies to enable
examination of sex-related differences in the relation
(e.g., Koenig et al., 2011), even though these effect
sizes would not be independent.
PRECISION OF REPORTED STATISTICAL INFORMA-

Reports may contain more than one form of
statistical information that could be used to calculate a given effect size. Some of these should converge within rounding error. For example, F-tests or
t-tests should produce the same Tas do the means and
standard deviations that underlie them. The analyst
should compute the effect size from both such sources
to make sure that the results agree. As long as the
effect sizes are similar, they should be averaged. If the
effect size estimates are dissimilar, there may be errors
in the information reported or the analyst's calculations. Sometimes inspection of the report's quantitative information for its internal consistency suggests
that one form of the information is more accurate.
Similarly, for many reasons, some source reports
contain less than desirable amounts of information for
estimating Ts, especially when T is gauged as a standardized mean difference. Some routes to estimating
effect sizes merely require a great deal of effort on the
part of the analyst (e.g., reanalyzing raw data found
in an appendix of a dissertation). In other instances,
deriving an effect size may require the application of
several nonroutine techniques in sequence. (We provide some of these strategies in the Appendix.) Each
TION.
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meta -analysis poses statistical challenges that may call
for novel solutions.
Meta-analysts should contact studies' authors, if
possible, to acquire essential information that is not
included in a report. In our experience, cordial invitations to authors have produced moderate success
rates (e.g., 40%). Obtaining such information allows
the report to be adequately represented; failing to
obtain the needed information renders the metaanalysis less comprehensive and potentially less representative. Finally, a lack of statistical detail in reports
does not necessarily reflect their authors' oversights,
errors, or poor methods. Rather, omissions generally
occur because the authors' goals differed from those
pursued in a subsequent meta-analysis. For example,
a small sex-of-employee effect on job performance
might have warranted only a brief acknowledgement
of its nonsignificance, but for a meta -analysis on this
subject (e.g., Roth, Purvis, & Bobko, 20I2), such findings are crucial.
DEALING WITH NONREPORTED RESULTS. Reports
that describe the effect of interest merely as "nonsignificant" are highly problematic in meta-analysis
(Bushman & Wang, I996). It is common to represent
such effects as though they are exactly null (e.g., d =
0.00), but such estimates are obviously crude. If the
N in the study was small, its actual effect size could
be quite large, yet not significant. Introducing such
effect sizes into a meta -analysis as though they were
null biases a mean effect size toward the null (Schmidt,
I996); when these studies actually have results in the
opposite direction, then assuming a null value is also
unsatisfactory. Especially if many such reports exist in
a literature, it may be advisable to conduct analyses
with and without these 0.00 values.
At the synthesis stage of a meta -analysis, one way
to incorporate imprecisely reported results, including those described as nonsignificant, is to use socalled "vote-counting procedures" to summarize findings (Bushman & Wang, I996; Darlington & Hayes,
2000). In these procedures, rather than using effect
size estimates to represent the studies' outcomes, an
analyst examines how many studies obtained a result
in the hypothesized direction or how many obtained a
significant result in this direction. Because the strategy
relies only on findings' directions or significance levels, it allows an analyst to include even the imprecisely
reported nonsignificant results . More formally, calculating what is sometimes called the "sign test" determines the exact p of the observed distribution of positive and negative outcomes (or one more extreme),
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given that the probability of obtaining a positive result
is .5, according to the null hypothesis, which specifies that half of the results should be positive and
half negative following the binomial distribution. This
probability can be calculated by standard statistics
packages or spreadsheet software . An analyst can also
use the binomial distribution to calculate a p-value for
obtaining the observed distribution of significant positive findings versus other findings (nonsignificant and
reversed), given that the probability of obtaining a significant result in one tail of the distribution is .025,
according to the null hypothesis and assuming .05 for
two-tailed significance testing. The p-values associated
with the proportion of the studies that have a positive direction or that produced a significant positive
result can be used to estimate a mean effect size for
a sample of studies. These estimated effect sizes can
then be compared to the exact mean effect size based
on the studies that permitted this calculation (Bushman & Wang, I996). For example, Wood (I987) used
these techniques to estimate the mean effect size for
sex-related differences in group performance because
many of the studies did not permit an effect size to be
estimated. Of course, it is much better to calculate the
mean effect size by averaging effect sizes from individual studies when the majority of studies permit this
strategy.
RELIABILITY OF EFFECT SIZE CALCULATIONS. At
least two analysts should compute effect sizes independently for each of the studies and then compare
solutions and resolve discrepancies. Given the complexity of many research designs and the ambiguity of
some research reports, errors of effect size estimation
are not uncommon. Moreover, sometimes one analyst
may discover an indirect route to computing an effect
size that is missed by a second analyst. Calculations by
two or more analysts minimize such errors and omissions (see the section on Reliability of Coding).

CORRECTING EFFECT SIZES FOR BIASED METHODS.

In addition to correcting the raw g and r for their
inherent bias as estimators of the population effect size
(see prior subsection on Effect Size Indexes), analysts
may correct for many other biases that accrue from
the methods used in each study. For example, as the
reliability of a measure increases (and its measurement
error therefore decreases), its relations with other variables will also increase (Cronbach, I990). Increased
measurement error decreases a measure's ability to
predict another variable. Corrections for measurement

unreliability and other forms of error or bias allow
estimation of the strength of a relation absent such
artifacts. In their presentations of such corrections
for independent and dependent variables, Hunter and
Schmidt (2004) and their colleagues (e.g., Schmidt, Le,
& Oh, 2009) explained how to implement corrections
for measurement error, artificial dichotomization of a
continuous variable, imperfect construct validity, and
range restriction. In theory, correcting for such errors,
permits a more accurate estimation of the true population effect size.
These corrections are quite popular in industrial
and organizational psychology (e.g., Chiaburu, Oh,
Berry, Li, & Gardner, 20 II). They have seldom been
used in social psychological meta-analyses because in
most research areas relatively few studies include the
information that would be required to perform the
corrections (e.g., reliability or validity statistics). Nevertheless, meta -analysts may perform such corrections
in research literatures in which reliabilities and other
relevant information are routinely provided.
When meta-analysts do implement these corrections, the resultant corrected mean effect size yields
an idealized estimate of the magnitude of the population effect rather than an estimate of the relation that
is reported in a typical study if the corrections were
not implemented. Nonetheless, because the correction
procedures assume that the different biases are uncorrelated, the bias-adjusted corrections can yield irrational effect sizes (e.g., correlations larger than 1.00;
Rosenthal, I99I). Therefore, analysts should consider
their goals when deciding whether to use such corrections . If the goal is to estimate the effect size that
would exist if there were no contamination by artifacts of measurement, the corrections would be desirable. In contrast, if the goal is to show how large a
relation is in practice, then the corrections would be
less useful. 6
Regardless of whether these corrections are implemented, various biases may enter into studies' effect
sizes . Consider that effect size estimates are a ratio of
signal to noise, like all inferential statistics. For example, in a between-groups design, the signal is the difference in means, and the noise is the pooled standard deviation. Methodological factors can influence
6

Because the corrections information may sometimes be correlated with moderator dimensions, it seems that the most
defensible strategy is to use the corrections as moderators
themselves so that model testing can incorporate both types
of information simultaneously and thus determine which
aspects uniquely explain variation in the effect sizes.
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the effect size through their impact on signal, noise,
or both factors. If two identical studies are conducted
and one controls for noise that the other study does
not (e.g., by statistically controlling for an individual
difference characteristic), the first study will have a
smaller error term (standard deviation), and the effect
size will be larger for the first than the second study.
To minimize this type of variation in effect sizes, metaanalysts should equate as much as possible the comparisons that the studies yield, so that the effect sizes
are not influenced by differing statistical operations.
For example, one such recommendation is that in
meta-analyses of experimentally manipulated effects,
analysts return irrelevant individual difference factors
to the error term if they were included in the analysis in only some of the included studies. Reconstituting the error term in this way would not be necessary if the variable in question were controlled in all of
the studies in the review. Similarly, many contemporary statistics already invoke corrections. For example,
causal models with a latent variable structure effectively correct for unreliability and invalidity. Consequently, including results from such studies along with
studies without latent variable structures introduces
methodological noise across a literature. One method
to reduce this influence is introducing the Hunterand-Schmidt bias corrections to studies that lack the
corrections (Card, 20I2).
Additional problems can arise from the inclusion of
studies that used within-subjects designs. For example, a researcher might have implemented a withinsubjects design that required each participant to judge
two objects along the same dimension. Such multiple
assessments can produce many complications, including carryover, priming, and contrast effects (Smith,
Chapter 3 in this volume). In analyzing such data,
researchers nearly always use a repeated-measures
inferential statistic that removes within-subjects variation from the error term. Consequently, these tests
are more statistically powerful than those produced
by a comparable between-subjects design (Dunlap,
Cortina, Vaslow, & Burke, I996; Morris & DeShon,
2002). If the meta-analyst uses these within-subjects
error terms to calculate effect sizes, it is likely that
these effect sizes will be larger than those based on
standard deviations pooled from the cells of the design
(e.g., Kite & Johnson, I988; for an exception, see
Symons & Johnson, I997). Some sources recommend
not mixing effect sizes from these two types of designs
in the same analysis (e.g., Lipsey & Wilson, 200I),
but others suggest using type of design as a moderator variable (e.g., Card, 20I2). A growing convention
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is to estimate within-subjects cases using a betweensubjects approximation (Becker, 1988).
Although it is unrealistic for analysts to take into
account all potential sources of bias in a meta -analysis,
they should remain aware of potential biases within
their research literature. Some of these biases can be
corrected in the process of computing the effect sizes.
Others can be examined empirically for their influence on studies' results. Still others can be eliminated
by narrowing the boundaries of the literature under
investigation to exclude biased studies. When it is not
possible to control a bias in some fashion, analysts
should consider what influence it might have on their
findings and interpret the results accordingly.
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mathematically converting results obtained on one
scale to be equivalent with another scale. A mean
value obtained on a 1-to-5 scale can be converted to
the equivalent on a 1-to-7 scale or whatever target
scale an analyst wishes to use across the literature of
studies. Indeed, an argument can be made to move all
such arithmetic means to their equivalents on a O-to100 scale, where 0 implies the lowest possible score
and 100 is the maximum possible score. Targeting
primary-level research, Cohen, Cohen, Aiken, & West
( 1999) advocated just such a procedure to convert
means into percent of maximum possible (POMP)
scores:
MpoMP

M - minimum possible score
.
. .
maximum
possi.bl e score - rrnrnmum
possi.bl e score

Using Arithmetic Means to Gauge a
Quantity's Magnitude
In the last 15 years, some meta-analysts in personality and social psychology have conducted metaanalyses by analyzing arithmetic means from studies
as their estimate of T. With such strategies, analysts examine how low or high a sample scored on
a certain criterion and model these outcomes using
information about the samples (e.g., gender, recruitment strategies) and their milieus (e.g., economic success of women) . For example, Twenge and her colleagues have examined temporal trends in U.S. samples in terms of levels of such variables as anxiety
(Twenge, 2000), depression (Twenge & NolenHoeksema, 2002), psychopathology (Twenge, Gentile,
DeWall, Ma, Lacefield, & Schurtz, 2010), and narcissism (Twenge, Konrath, Foster, Campbell, & Bushman, 2008). Noguchi, Albarracin, Durantini, & Glasman (2007) examined interventions' recruitment and
retention rates as factors that might relate to risk for
acquiring or transmitting human immunodeficiency
virus (HIV). Fischer, Hanke, and Sibling (2012) examined how social dominance orientation varies across
27 nations.
STANDARDIZING

ARITHMETIC

MEANS

=

ACROSS

If every study in a research literature operationalized the criterion of interest in exactly the same
fashion, then meta -analyses can proceed without
converting it to any other dimension (Bond, Wiitala,
& Richard, 2003; Johnson & Boynton, 20o"8; Lipsey
& Wilson, 2001) . Doing so might be particularly
advantageous when the measure is well known measures of intelligence are good examples - as
readers' familiarity with the measure helps make
results easier to understand. Another alternative is

X

100,
(26.1)

where M is the observed mean. The advantage of
the POMP procedure is that the transformed values
now take a more immediately ir1terpretable meaningthose close to 0 are low and those close to 100 are
high, and 50 is the mid-point. Putting all observed
Ms in a literature on the POMP metric also serves
the statistical purpose of putting the study results on
a common metric. If effect sizes of association are
the focus of the meta-analysis, now the POMP scores
could serve as moderators of those Ts. Lennon, HuedoMedina, Gerwien, and Johnson (2012) provided an
example of this moderator strategy, showing that HIV
prevention interventions for women succeeded to a
greater extent in samples for which depression (represented by POMP scores) was more marked.
Putting arithmetic means on the same metric also
implies that they can plausibly be used as Ts themselves. To date, this strategy has been relatively rare
(for an example, see Fischer et al., 2012). In order to
invoke this strategy, not only the arithmetic means
must be put into POMP metric but also their accompanying standard deviations:

STUDIES.

SDpoMP

=
SD

.

Maximum possible score -Minimum possible score

X

100.
(26.2)

As we explain in the next subsection, SDpoMP is needed
to estimate the inverse variance that is used as a
weight in analyses of Ts.
Some cautions about POMP scores are in order.
Converting study results to a common metric assumes

that they can be scaled in this fashion. That is, values
may not have the same meaning on every scale converted into a common metric (e.g., Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991) . Therefore, the same sample of individuals
may exhibit varying levels on differing scales intended
to measure the same feature. If enough studies have
multiple measures, meta-analyses can quantitatively
test this assumption by examining whether different
scales yield different MPoMP values.
ARITHMETIC

MEANS

VERSUS

STANDARDIZED

The fact that metaanalytic procedures allow use of the arithmetic mean
as T might present a difficult decision for analysts who
examine literatures in which two or more groups are
compared on a continuous outcome (see Table 26 .1) .
Historically, meta-analyses have defaulted to the standardized mean difference as T, but they could instead
analyze the arithmetic means for each group. As
Johnson and Boynton (2008) described, results from
arithmetic means can provide even more detailed
information about a literature than do results from
the standardized mean difference. As we have noted,
the latter form of T describes a difference between two
means, where the sign of the T denotes whether one
group is higher or lower than the other. Moderation
patterns related to the standardized mean difference
can leave unclear which of the two groups is changing
most over the values of the moderator or moderators.
As an example, Johnson and Boynton (2008) showed
how mean sample age related positively to gender
differences in social dominance orientation: As sample
ages increased, standardized mean differences grew
smaller. Yet, men may have decreased their support
of social dominance, or women may have increased it.
Johnson and Boynton used the arithmetic means separately for samples of females and males to show that
the trend across the studies on the standardized mean
difference index was primarily attributable to changes
in the female samples. This example illustrates the use
of both methods to gauge studies' effects.
There are some important caveats to using arithme tic means as T in a meta -analysis. First, many factors can affect the levels that arithmetic means take.
For example, how positive participants are toward
the position advocated in a persuasion experiment
might be related to such factors as positive or negative
mood, gender, personality traits, related attitudes, and
of course the experimental condition itself. A metaanalysis could treat the mean for each condition as
though it is an independent study, and if gender is the
focus, subdivide each condition's data. Although some
MEAN DIFFERENCE EFFECT SIZES.
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factors could be coded and used as moderators, many
factors would not be possible to control. In contrast,
meta -analyses that treat study information as twovariable effect sizes (Table 26.1) effectively control for
the "noise" of variables that are not the focus of the
meta -analysis. A comparison between, say, males and
females from the same study controls for every factor
except gender (and its correlates) . Second, no matter
the scale used for standardization (including POMP),
the inverse variance for the arithmetic mean, which is
used for weighting in analyses, relies on each study's
observed standard deviation (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001):

Inverse variance = -

n

SD 2

.

(26.3)

One problem with POMP scores is related to the
zero or near-zero standard deviations that may
appear under some circumstances. For example, when
observed arithmetic means take the maximum or the
minimum possible value, their standard deviations
will be zero, which implies that a weight cannot be
calculated. Such studies might need to be omitted from
analyses or examined with alternative assumptions.
Analyzing the Meta-Analytic Database
PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS. The general steps
involved in the analysis of any effect size, T, usually are the following: ( 1) aggregate effect sizes across
the studies to determine the overall magnitude of the
weighted mean T; (2) analyze the consistency of the
effect sizes across the studies; (3) diagnose statistical
outliers among the effect sizes; (4) examine the distribution of effect sizes to determine whether any irregularities exist; and ( 5) perform tests of whether study
attributes moderate the magnitude of the effect sizes.
MEAN EFFECT SIZE AND HOMOGENEITY OF EFFECT

The model-testing procedures that we present
are analogous to techniques used in data analysis in
primary research and take advantage of weighted general linear models, where the weights are defined as
the inverse variance, as we will explain. Models that
divide results for categorical features are known as
subgroup analyses or categorical models, and those that
use continuous features are known as meta-regressions
(which may also include categorical variables). Statistical analyses in meta-analysis differ from those
in primary research in two main respects. The first
difference pertains to the heterogeneity of the variances ordinarily associated with the individual effect
sizes, which would likely violate the homoscedasticity
SIZES.
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assumption of conventional regressions and ANOVAs
(Hedges & Olkin, 1985), which is that standard deviations of the error terms do not vary and do not depend
on predictors' values. Because this nonsystematic variance of an effect size is in general inversely proportional to the sample size of the study and sample sizes
vary widely across the studies, the error variances of
the effect sizes are ordinarily quite heterogeneous.
Meta -analytic statistics aim to overcome this limitation (see the next subsection). The second difference
between the statistical procedures of meta-analysis
and primary research is that meta-analytic statistics
permit an analysis of the consistency (or homogeneity) of the effect sizes across the studies - a highly
informative analysis.
As a first step in a quantitative synthesis, the study
outcomes are combined by averaging the T-values
with each 0 for each study j is weighted by the reciprocal of its variance. The weighted mean effect size T+
is a weighted average of the individual studies' effect
sizes,
T+

=

L~=l WjTj
k

Lj=l Wj

(26.4)

,

where k is the number of effect sizes and w j is the
weight for each study j. The weights may be defined as
a simple function of the sampling error associated with
each effect size j, which follows fixed-effects assumptions.
In this case, the inverse variance for each T serves as
the weight (see examples in Table 26.2). Alternatively,
analysts can define the weights to incorporate an estimate of the variance in the population of effect sizes,
r 2 (Hedges & Vevea, 1998), which follows randomeffects assumptions. In either version of weighting, Equation 26.4 gives greater weight to the more reliably estimated study outcomes.
Cochran's ( 1954) Q evaluates the hypothesis that
the effect sizes are homogeneous. Specifically, Q is a
model specification statistic that evaluates how closely
individual 0 correspond with T +,
k

Q

=L

j=l

Wj(Tj-

T+)

2

,

(26.5)

where k is the number of effect sizes in the class and
VVj is based on fixed-effects assumptions (see examples
in Table 26.2). 7 Q has an approximate x 2 distribution
with k - 1 degrees of freedom. If Q is significant, the
hypothesis of the homogeneity (or consistency) of the
7

Q and
tions.

P may also be

defined using random-effects assump-
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effect sizes is rejected, and heterogeneity is inferred. In
other words, there is more variability in the observed
Ts than would be expected on the basis of the sampiing error alone. In this event, the weighted mean
effect size may not adequately describe the outcomes
of the set of studies because it is likely that quite different mean effects exist in different groups of studies,
and these differences may include differences in the
direction (or sign) of the relation. In some subgroups
of studies, X might have had a large positive effect on
Y, and in other studies it might have had a smaller
positive effect or even a negative effect on Y.
Values of Q are highly correlated with the numbers of Ts entering into this statistic, making it difficult to compare levels of heterogeneity between
meta-analyses and within portions of meta-analysis.
To address this issue, Higgins and Thompson (2002)
introduced a homogeneity index, 12 , based on Q and its
degrees of freedom. Values of 12 range from 0 to 100%,
where high values indicate more variability among
the effect sizes and 0 implies homogeneity. Yet, P is
subject to the same conditions and qualifications as is
Q (Huedo-Medina, Sanchez-Meca, Marin-Martinez, &
Botella, 2006) such that both statistics are underpowered in small samples of studies. Moreover, values of
12 at 25%, 50%, and 75% are often taken to describe
small, moderate, and large amounts of heterogeneity,
respectively. Yet, these cut points are best taken only
as suggestions: Even a "small" 12 can hide statistically
significant variability in Ts.
Even if a homogeneity test is nonsignificant, significant moderators could be present, especially when
Q or 12 are relatively large (Johnson & Turco, 1992).
Also, Q and 12 can be significant even though the effect
sizes are very close in value, especially if the sample
sizes are very large. Therefore, heterogeneity deserves
careful interpretation, in conjunction with inspecting the values of the effect sizes. Nonetheless, in a
meta-analysis that attempts to determine X's impact
on Y, rejecting the hypothesis of homogeneity could
be troublesome because it implies that the association
between these two variables likely is complicated by
the presence of interacting conditions. Because analysts usually anticipate the presence of one or more
moderators of effect-size magnitude, establishing that,
overall, effect sizes lack homogeneity is ordinarily
of no concern, unless analysts cannot determine the
sources of the heterogeneity.
The fact that Ts may differ widely in magnitude should give analysts pause about the meaning
of a weighted mean effect size, T+. In the face of
heterogeneity, T+ may lack a clear meaning, even

if it is evaluated with random-effects assumptions,
which are relatively conservative compared to fixedeffects assumptions. That is, incorporating randomeffects assumptions will yield wider confidence intervals around T+ than will those based on fixed-effects
assumptions. Thus, a random-effects mean may disguise meaningful subpopulations of Ts.
In practice, the fixed- and random -effects variance
components are summed to form new weights :
W·
1

1

= ------------2
Variancep E + r

where VarianceFE is the fixed-effects variance for each
study and r 2 is a constant for each study. The standard
deviation of the population of effect sizes, r, takes the
same metric as T, and r 2 is in the same metric as T2 (for
calculations, see Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2009). Using these weights in Equation 26.5
produces a mean based on random-effects assumptions. In the unlikely event that r 2 = 0, random-effects
assumptions reduce to fixed-effects assumptions.
The variance, v+, of the weighted mean effect size
T+ is
v+

=

k

Lj=l Wj

.

(26.6)

As a test for significance of this weighted mean
effect size, one can calculate a confidence interval
around this mean, based on its standard deviation,
T+ ± 1.96 -JV+ where 1.96 is the unit-normal value
for a 9 5% CI (assuming a nondirectional hypothesis).
If the confidence interval (C1) includes zero (0.00), the
value indicating exactly no difference, it may be coneluded that, aggregated across all studies, there is no
significant association between the independent and
dependent variable (X and Y). The fixed -effects mean
is known to be overpowered in the face of heterogeneity (Hedges & Vevea, 1998; Huedo-Medina, Sanchez
Meca, & Marin Martinez, 2004). In other words, when
study results are inconsistent, a fixed-effects mean is
more likely to reach statistical significance than is a
random-effects mean, other factors being equal. Thus,
assuming fixed-effects assumptions should be considered a relatively risky strategy of statistical inference.
Finally, analysts often present other measures of
central tendency in addition to the weighted mean
effect size (Borenstein et al., 2009). For example, the
unweighted mean effect size shows the typical effect
without weighting studies with larger sample sizes
more heavily. A substantial difference in the values of
the unweighted and weighted mean effect sizes suggests that one or more studies with large sample sizes
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may deviate from the rest of the sample. It is possible
that larger studies used different methods than smaller
studies did. Also, the median effect size describes a typical effect size but would be less affected than a mean
effect size by outliers and other anomalies of the distribution of effect sizes.
EVALUATING THE POTENTIAL FOR PUBLICATION

Asymmetries in the distribution of effect sizes
often are taken as evidence of publication bias, that is,
the possibility that published results differ systematically from those that are not published (Sutton, 2009).
Funnel plots (Light & Pillemer, 1984) are scatter plots
of inverse variances versus effect sizes. When there
is no publication bias, the scatterplot should take the
shape of a funnel sitting on end in the sense that the
effect sizes from smaller studies, which are less reliable, would show more scatter than the effect sizes
from the larger studies, which would center on the
best estimate of the population effect. Yet, if there
is a publication bias in the literature, a funnel plot
should reveal few entries in the smaller effect size portion of the graph for smaller sample sizes. There are
many variations on such displays that are often quite
sophisticated (Borman & Grigg, 2009). The most popular quantitative alternatives to examine for asymmetries include Egger, Smith, Schneider, and Minder's
(1997) and Begg's (1985) tests, which provide estimates of the extent to which asymmetry is present in
a distribution of effect sizes. Another popular tool is
the trim-and-fill technique (Duval & Tweedie, 2000),
which quantitatively assesses whether such asymmetries would change inferences about the significance of
T+. An important caveat to all of these strategies is that
each assumes a single population of effect sizes. Under
heterogeneity, the tests may not be diagnostic of publication bias (e.g., Lau, Ioannidis, Terrin, Schmid, &
Olkin, 2006; Sutton, 2009).
Analysts sometimes calculate the number of studies averaging a null effect that would be necessary to
bring an overall meta -analytic mean to the point of
nonsignificance (Rosenthal, 1979). If this "fail-safe N"
(Nfs) is small, then the result seems less trustworthy.
Specifically, one would calculate
BIAS.

Nf s

(I:~=l Zjr

= -'-----,----'--

z;

(26.7)

where k is the number of studies, Zj is the unit normal value corresponding to a one-tailed test of significance, and Za is the critical value (i.e., 1.645 for a onetailed hypothesis). Orwin ( 1983) offered a variant of
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this equation that estimates Nts directly from the mean
weighted effect size. Although Nts may have heuristic
value in some instances, the equation for Nts assumes
that unretrieved studies would average null when in
fact they may have the same pattern as the retrieved
studies or even a reversed pattern. Also, it is difficult
to evaluate the magnitude of Nts because it has no statistical distribution theory (Becker, 200 5).

assumptions has become the most conventional for
most meta-analytic situations. These models estimate
the population variance, r 2 , after removing the variance attributable to the moderators included in the
model. Thus r 2 can and does change from model to
model. Commonly available output in these models
includes 12 residual, which is an assessment of the
between -studies variability that is not explained by the
model.

To determine the relation between study characteristics and the magnitude of the effect sizes, analysts fit models using a form of weighted ordinary least
squares regressions (for statistical methods, see Borenstein et al., 2009; Harbord & Higgins, 2008; Hedges
& Olldn, 1985; Higgins & Thompson, 2004; HuedoMedina & Johnson, 2010). Moderators, which are also
called effect modifiers, can take the form of either categorical or continuous dimensions; they can be entered
either solely (bivariate) or in a combined form. For
example, in a continuous model, Hart, Albarracfn,
Eagly, Brechan, Lindberg, & Merrill (2009) found
that, to the extent that information was more congenial, greater selective exposure resulted. Similarly,
in a categorical model (also called subgroup analysis)
they found that individuals preferred congenial over
uncongenial information, especially when the issue
was of high versus low value-relevance.
As noted, categorical and continuous features may
be evaluated in meta-regression procedures, dummycoding categorical variables as necessary. The unstandardized regression (b) coefficient(s) provide tests for
the significance of the predictor's association with the
effect sizes. Under fixed-effects assumptions, the models use the inverse variance for each effect size as
the weights. Such models are known to be overpowered in the face of heterogeneity (Hedges & Vevea,
1998). Under fixed-effects assumptions, the fit of
meta-regression models is estimated by the error sum
of squares statistic, QE, which has an approximate chisquare distribution with k- p - 1 degrees of freedom,
where k is the number of effect sizes and pis the number of predictors (not including the intercept). QE can
be converted to P for evaluation.
Contemporary software permits easy in corporation of random -effects assumptions in such models. Such models are ordinarily mixed-effects models
because differences between groups of Ts (i.e., the
slopes) are fixed and the constant (or intercept) follows random-effects assumptions (e.g., Harbord & Higgins, 2008). By convention, most analysts label these
models random-effects meta-regressions, and this set of
TORS.
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Because
meta-analyses
weight studies for their inverse variance, outliers with
larger weights can dramatically alter meta-regression
results (for a more general discussion of the topic
of data outliers, see McClelland, Chapter 23 in this
volume). Under such circumstances, these outliers can
be removed from subsequent phases of the data analysis. Alternatively, Ts that are far distant from other
Ts can be winsorized so that they are not so extreme.
The same can be done for inverse variance estimates
that are relatively extreme. Outliers might be detected
in many ways, but one that is highly recommended is
to examine the residuals in meta-regression models.
DIAGNOSES.

DEPICTIONS OF EFFECT SIZE MAGNITUDE. In some
instances, visual presentations can assist greatly in
the interpretation of meta-analytic results (Borman
& Grigg, 2009; Johnson & Huedo-Medina, 2011) .
For example, visually examining study outcomes
enhances the analyst's potential for finding anomalies
in the meta-analytic data. By examining how effect
sizes vary over the range of a moderator, an analyst
may determine that effect sizes are related to a continuous predictor in a nonmonotonic fashion- an outcome that would not be detected by the linear regressions that have been described to this point in the
chapter. Meta-regression models may include tests of
nonlinear associations, yet unless nonmonotonic associations are expected on an a priori basis, they are
unlikely to be discovered except by the use of visual
displays.
Depictions of model results in either graphical or
tabled form can help describe results in presentations and written reports. Johnson and Huedo-Medina
(2011) described the moving constant technique, with
which analysts can use meta-regression to create
graphs of effect sizes plotted against moderator values, including confidence bands around the metaregression line. This technique can also be used to estimate mean effect size values and confidence intervals
at moderator values of interest. Specifically, analysts
may move the intercept to reflect interesting points
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Figure 26.1. Sexual risk reduction following a behavioral
intervention as a function of each sample's baseline depression.
Sexual risk behavior declined following the intervention at the
last available follow-up to the extent that samples had higher
levels of baseline depression (treatment [control] group effects
appear as darker [white] triangles and the size of each plotted
value reflects its weight in the analysis). The solid regression
line indicates trends across initial levels of depression; dashed
lines provide 95% confidence bands for these trends. Reproduced from Lennon et al. (2012).

along or beyond a range of independent variable values. For example, Lennon et al. (2012) found that
HIV prevention efforts for women succeeded better
for samples with higher baseline depression. Using
the moving constant technique, they estimated the
amount of risk reduction for samples with the highest mean levels of depression to be large and significant, whereas for samples with lower levels of
depression, on average, interventions failed to impact
risk (see Figure 26.1). Results presented in this form
help show for what levels of a moderator an effect
exists. Such estimates, in turn, can be highly informative when interpreting the nature of the phenomenon
being studied in the meta -analysis, especially when a
comparison to an absolute or a practical criterion is
important. The moving constant technique also permits analysts to estimate confidence intervals for
an effect size at particular values of one or more
independent variables (and thus to avoid artificially
dichotomizing continuous predictor variables).

We have indicated that, as a general rule, it is wise to
represent studies' participants only once in effect size
calculations. Thus, analysts should ordinarily combine
effect sizes representing conceptually similar measures
from any given study. If such effect sizes were not
combined, the nonindependence that would result
could have several effects on the findings of a metaanalysis, depending on the source of the nonindependence (Gieser & Olldn, 2009). If the nonindependence results from producing more than one effect size
from the same participants on correlated measures,
the meta-analysis will be likely to reach a liberal estimate of the significance of the weighted mean effect
size: Its C1 will grow tighter. Including more effect sizes
from the same groups of participants may also affect
inferences from model-fit statistics (Q or 12 ).
Despite these concerns, representing studies multiple times may be defensible to address certain metaanalytic questions. One such question is whether an
effect generalizes across various types of measures
of a dependent variable. In such a case, the analyst could examine a model to determine if the effect
sizes differed according to the type of measure used.
If the synthesis forgoes this analysis to uphold the
assumption that effect sizes are independent, patentially valuable information about a moderator would
be lost. Therefore, one defensible strategy is to conduct a two-stage meta-analysis that shifts its units of
analysis (Cooper, 2010). In the first stage, the metaanalysis would address the study-level effect sizes,
which represent the information from each study only
once. A second stage would divide study outcomes
into the various groupings specified by moderators and
would permit information for a group of study participants to appear more than once, in order to examine the differences across the moderator (for examples of this strategy, see Gerrard, Gibbons, & Bushman,
1996; Kolodziej & Johnson, 1996). This ordering of
the stages enables analysts to learn the overall, more
general pattern in the literature prior to answering
specific questions about moderators. This combination
of approaches should help allay concerns about nonindependence while still yielding the desired information. Other alternatives include (a) using multivariate procedures for the analysis of multiple effect
sizes from each study (Gieser & Olkin, 2009); (b) representing effect sizes nested within studies in terms
of multilevel models (Hedges, 2009); or (c) pursuing
individual-level meta-analyses of studies whose raw
data are available, in a practice also known as integrated data analysis (Cooper & Patall, 2009; Stewart,
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TABLE 26.3. Cohen's (1969) Guidelines for
Magnitude of d and r

Effect Size Metric
Size

d

R

r2

Small

0.20
0 .50
0.80

.10
.30
.50

.01
.09
.25

Medium
Large

Tierney, & Burdett, 2005). This latter option is often
considered the gold standard of meta -analysis when
the individual-level studies reviewed are highly representative of the often much larger literatures for which
only study-level effects are available.
INTERPRETATIONS OF EFFECT SIZE INDEXES OF
ASSOCIATION. Cohen ( 1969, 1988) tentatively pro -

posed some guidelines for judging effect magnitude,
based on his informal analysis of the magnitude of
effects commonly yielded by psychological research.
Cohen intended "that medium represents an effect of
a size likely to be visible to the naked eye of a careful observer" (Cohen, 1992, p . 156). He intended that
small effect sizes be "noticeably smaller yet not trivial,"
and that large effect sizes "be the same distance above
medium as small is below it" (p. 156). As Table 26 .3
shows, a "medium" effect turned out to be about d =
0.50 and r = .30, equivalent to the difference in intelligence scores between clerical and semiskilled workers.
A "small" effect size was about d = 0.20 and r = .10,
equivalent to the difference in height between 15- and
16-year-old girls. Finally, a large effect was about d =
0.80 and r = .50, equivalent to the difference in intelligence scores between college professors and college
freshmen. Although these impressionistic guidelines
for magnitude of effects are frequently cited, there are
caveats about particular effect size indexes' magnitude
(McGrath & Meyer, 2006). Many alternatives exist for
interpreting the magnitude of effects.
One popular way to interpret mean effect sizes is
to derive the equivalent r and square it. This procedure shows how much variability would be explained
by an effect of the magnitude of the mean effect size
(see Table 26.3). Thus, a mean d of 0.50 produces an
2
R of .09. However, this value must be interpreted
carefully because R 2 , or variance explained, is a directionless effect size. Therefore, if the individual effect
sizes that produced the mean effect size varied in their
signs (i.e., the effect sizes were not all negative or all
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positive), the variance in Y explained by the predictor X, calculated for each study and averaged, would
be larger than this simple transformation of the mean
effect size.
A number of methodologists have argued that even
quantitatively small effects can be quite consequential (e.g., Abelson, 1985; Prentice & Miller, 1992;
Rosenthal, 1990; Ross & Nisbett, 1991), and some
have provided tools to help show how meaningful
an implied effect size is in application. These tools
include Rosenthal and Rubin's ( 1982) binomial effect
size display (for caveats, see Thompson & Schumacker,
1997), McGraw and Wong's (1992) common language
effect size statistic index, and Rosenthal and Rubin's
( 1994) counternull statistic. In using such tools, the
meta-analyst attempts to reach some conclusion about
how much the effect matters in terms of some tangible
outcome.
Another method of interpreting the magnitude of
effect sizes is to compare them with effect sizes in similar domains in which magnitude is already known.
For example, Eagly ( 199 5) argued that claims that sexrelated differences in behavior are necessarily small
should be evaluated in relation to the magnitude of
other known effects in psychology. Following this
strategy, Bettencourt and Miller ( 1996) compared the
magnitude of sex-related differences in aggression to
the magnitude of the effect of provocation on aggression, which was derived from the same sample of studies. More generally, meta-analysts ought to compare
the magnitude of a newly derived meta -analytic effect
size to the magnitude of known effects in the same
or related research areas. It is also important to consider the implications of effect sizes in metrics that are
sensible in natural settings (e.g., number of lives saved
by treatments, proportions of girls and boys admitted
to selective educational programs, given a particular
ability sex difference).
Many aspects of studies' methods can constrain
effect magnitude. As we noted in the section on
Correcting Effect Sizes for Bias, effects are larger or
smaller depending on factors such as reliability of
measures, heterogeneity of the participant population,
and so on. Some of these factors lend themselves to
bias corrections, and a study's effect size depends on
whether corrections have been applied for such problems. In addition, characteristics of the situation in
which experiments are carried out can increase or
reduce the impact that experimental manipulations
and individual-difference variables have on dependent
variables (Prentice & Miller, 1992). Analysts should
code studies for the presence of a wide range of such

factors, to account for effect size variance produced by
studies' nonequivalence on such factors.
CONDUCTING AND EVALUATING
META-ANALYSES

Our treatment of meta -analytic methods has stressed
the importance of high standards in conducting and
evaluating these reviews. From the preceding sections of this chapter, a picture of a high -quality metaanalysis emerges:
1. Define the research problem clearly and, if possi-

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

ble, define hypotheses prior to commencing with
the meta -analysis.
Use highly inclusive search strategies that locate
unpublished as well as published studies.
Be explicit in the criteria for selecting studies and,
if possible, define these a priori.
Thoroughly and accurately code moderator variables and other study-relevant information . .
Represent study outcomes with high accuracy.
Conduct meta-analytic models, maintaining fidelity
to the statistics' assumptions.
Interpret findings carefully in relation to the
assumptions that underlie both individual studies
and the meta -analysis itself.

Each of these dimensions appears in Shea et al.'s
(2007) recent quality-coding protocol for metaanalysis. Nonetheless, even a quantitative review that
meets high standards does not necessarily constitute
an important scientific contribution.
One factor affecting the scientific contribution of a
synthesis is that its conclusions are limited by the quality of the data that are synthesized. Serious methodological faults that are endemic in a research literature
may well handicap a synthesis, unless it is designed
to shed light on the influence of these faults. Also,
to be regarded as important, the review must address
an interesting question. Similarly, unless the paper
reporting a meta-analysis "tells a good story," its full
value may go unappreciated by readers. Although
there are many paths to a good story, Sternberg's
( 1991) recommendations to authors of reviews are
instructive: pick interesting questions, challenge conventional understandings if at all possible, take a unified perspective on the phenomenon, offer a clear
take-home message, and write well.
Some reports of research syntheses may fail to tell
a good story because they are overly complex. This
complexity may arise from the fact that quantitative
synthesis forces the reviewer to study the minute
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details of the studies' methods and findings. Although
this close scrutiny can yield valuable insights, it may
also foster a review that reflects too many complexities
and thereby obscures its major findings. In short, even
if a synthesis happens to solve a time-honored problem, it will have a poor reception if its message is mired
in a forest of distracting minutiae. Excellent organization and skillful writing can overcome this challenge.
Although many critiques of meta -analyses have
taken a narrative form by discussing their methods and findings, the most informative critiques take
a quantitative approach by empirically evaluating
the findings and conclusions. A critique that may
seem reasonable based on sheer logic may become
overwhelming when supported by appropriate data.
In this manner, scientific disputes can be arbitrated by
empirical tests. In primary research, the most influential critiques take the form of replications with variations, often showing how an effect disappears once a
confound is controlled. Similarly, criticism of quantitative syntheses proceeds most effectively in an empirical fashion. In our view, replications of meta-analytic
reviews should become more frequent, so that faults
that may be present in one review are evaluated or
eliminated in later reviews.
With meta -analyses having become commonplace,
investigators should anticipate the recycling of their
findings in meta-analyses. They should therefore
redouble their efforts to report the method and results
of their studies as accurately and completely as possible, aided by supplements and archives. Researchers
can find excellent guidance in the Journal Article
Reporting Standards (JARS) presented in the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (2010). In particular, for experimental studies, a
table of means and standard deviations for each primary dependent variable, reported for all cells of the
design, should be conventional. It is very helpful if
exact statistics are provided even for auxiliary effects
that may be nonsignificant (e.g., the comparison of
female and male participants). For correlational studies, a complete matrix of the variables' intercorrelations should be conventional.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES ON RESEARCH
SYNTHESIS

Hunt (1997) provides a compelling and highly readable history on research synthesis. Essential reference
works for conducting meta-analyses are The Handbook of Research Synthesis and Meta-Analysis, edited by
Cooper, Hedges, and Valentine (2009), as well as
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texts by Borenstein et al. (2009), Card (2012), Cooper
(2010), Hedges and Olkin (1985), and Lipsey and
Wilson (2001). Two of these offer either commercial software (Borenstein et al., 2009) or open-access
macros for popular statistiCal platforms (Lipsey &
Wilson, 2001). Viechtbauer (2010) authored a flexible
and powerful set of tools for the open -source statistics
software package, R. Other works may be particularly
valuable for other aspects of meta-analysis: Hunter
and Schmidt (2004) extensively addressed corrections
to effect sizes; Glass et al.'s ( 1981) book remains a good
source on derivations of effect sizes.

suggest that this phenomenon is occurring. Metaanalysis has become central to these areas of research
and to many others.
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THE FUTURE OF META-ANALYSIS IN SOCIAL
AND PERSONALITY PSYCHOLOGY

The growing numbers of studies on personality and
social psychology's central phenomena dictate that,
in the future, greater importance will be accorded
to high-quality meta-analyses of these knowledge
bases. In our opinion, the quality of meta-analyses
has improved over the past decades. Meta-analysis
should foster a healthy interaction between primary
research and research synthesis, at once summarizing old research and suggesting promising directions
for new research. One misperception that psychologists sometimes express is that a meta-analysis represents a point beyond which nothing more needs
to be known. On the contrary, carefully conducted
meta-analyses can often be the best medicine for a literature, by documenting the robustness with which
certain associations are attained, resulting in a sturdier foundation on which future theories may rest. In
addition, meta -analyses can show where knowledge is
at its thinnest, to help plan additional, primary-level
research (Wood & Eagly, 2009) . As a consequence
of a carefully conducted meta -analysis, new studies
can be designed with the complete existing literature
in mind and therefore have a better chance of contributing new knowledge. In this fashion, scientific
resources can be directed more efficiently toward gains
in knowledge.
The advent of computerized and readily accessible databases of psychological research literatures
(e.g., PsyciNFO) has meant that less time and financial resources are necessary to conduct meta -analyses
than in the past. Despite these gains, psychologists
face severe limitations in obtaining access to the data
underlying completed research. In contrast to some
other scientific fields (e.g., sociology, political science),
few raw data from primary research are archived in
psychology, and this omission greatly limits the opportunity for reviewers to perform the secondary analy-
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Figure 26.2. Publication trends in meta-analyses in social and
personality psychology, where the solid line plots the number of reports per year per 1,000 recorded in PsyciNFO; the
dashed line is the best-fitting linear trend (both on the left
axis), and the dotted line represents cumulative meta-analytic
reports (right axis).
ses that can produce effect sizes for phenomena
that have not been adequately reported. Primary
researchers are often unable or unwilling to provide needed statistical information when they are
contacted directly. Routine data archiving in a central location would remedy this unfortunate situation
(Cooper et al., 1997).
Psychologists and other scientists rely more and
more on meta-analyses to inform them about the
knowledge that has accumulated in their research.
Although meta-analysis might become the purview of
an elite class of researchers who specialize in research
integration, as Schmidt ( 1992) argued, we believe
that, on the contrary, meta-analysis will become a
routine part of graduate training in many fields. With
computer programs to aid calculations, most researchers should be able to integrate findings across studies as a normal and routine part of their research activities. Indeed, the publication trends 8 within social and
personality psychology that we portray in Figure 26.2
8

This PsyciNFO search was performed on April 2, 2012, with
"meta-analysis" in title, abstract, or keywords; AND Content
Classification Code = social psychology, personality psychology, personality scales and inventories, political processes
and political issues, or sex roles and women's issues; AND
Document type =journal article, chapter, or dissertation.
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SDd, the standard deviation of the differences between
paired observations,

Because t = .JF for a comparison of two groups,
when the F results from a between-subjects design
with unequal n,

(26.3A)
g

APPENDIX A: ESTIMATING EFFECT SIZES IN
INDIVIDUAL STUDIES

A comprehensive treatment of the formulas to convert primary-level statistics to effect sizes is beyond
the scope of this chapter (see Card, 2012; Glass et al.,
1981 ; Johnson, 1993; Lipsey & Wilson, 2001; Rosenthal, 1991). Here we offer only the most common
transforms for deriving g, the standardized mean difference effect size. For producing r from various statistical reports, Glass et al. ( 1981) provided several useful
formulas; alternatively, the standardized mean difference, g (see Table 26.2), may be calculated and transformed to r by this equation:
r

=

g
Jg2 +4'

(26.1A)

Effect Sizes from Means and Standard
Deviations
Table 26.2, line 1, shows the equation to transform
two means and a standard deviation into an effect size,
(MA- MB)/SDpooled· Yet, there are many possible forms
of the standard deviation that can appear in the dominator of the formula. To derive g from means and standard deviations in a between-subjects design, it is conventional to use the pooled standard deviation, SD,

where rEc is the correlation between the paireq observations (e.g., Dunlap, Cortina, Vaslow, & Burke,
1996). This form of the SD is equivalent to the .JMSError
term in a repeated measures analysis of variance or
in a t-test, which will generally provide relatively liberal estimates of effect size. Most often all of the
components of this formula are not provided, and a
paired-observation t-test or a within-subjects Fis given
instead. As we indicate in the next subsection, these
statistics may be directly converted into the effect size
that has the standard deviation of the differences in its
dominator.
As a rule, whenever possible, SD should be estimated only from the portion of each study's data
entering into the effect size. For example, if the MA MB difference needs to be calCulated within a level
of another variable, SD should be estimated from the
standard deviations given for participants within this
level, if this information is available. Often, however,
SD is available only pooled across all of the conditions of an experiment. If the SD pooled within the
cells of the design is not available, but the report contains a standard deviation for the overall sample, it
should be converted to the pooled SD by removing the
variance resulting from the difference between MA and
MB (e.g., Hedges & Becker, 1986; Johnson, 1993).
Effect Sizes from t- and F-values

SDpoo/ed

=

(nA-d (SD A) 2 + (nB - d (SDB )2
nA + nB- 2

(26.2A)

where nA and nB are the number of observations in
the two groups being compared, and SDA and SDB are
their standard deviations (Glass et al., 1981). Thus, SD
represents the square root of a "pooling" of the variances of the two groups and is an identical variability
estimate to that obtained when an F- or t-test ~val
uates the difference between the means of the two
groups.
For within-subjects designs, Becker (1988) recommended using the pretest SD as the denominator when pretest and posttest scores are compared.
Other within-subjects comparisons may be calculated
as between-subjects when cell standard deviations are
available. Alternatively, SDpooled can be replaced with

Calculations of g can also be based on summary
statistics. In the case of the t-test for independent
groups,

t=

MA-MB
SD 2
__:i
nA

+

(26.4A)

SD 2B
__
nB

Rearrangement of the terms of this equation produces
the following formula for calculating g:
(26.5A)

(26.6A)
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=

J

F

nA +nB
.
nAnB

uP

g=yr-;;,

(26.7A)

(26.8A)

where n is the within -cell n (not the total N). If
a within-subjects t (i.e., for paired observations) is
reported,

g=

t
~·

(26.9A)

When a study reports an F for a two-groups withinsubjects comparison,

g=~.

(26.10A)

Note that because equations 26.9A and 26.10A
assume a repeated measures error variance (see equation 26.2A), they generally will provide relatively large
estimates of effect size.
F-values that derive from designs with three or
more conditions require some special consideration.
F-values that have more than one degree of freedom
in the numerator cannot be directly converted into
effect sizes because they do not directly gauge differences between individual means. Rather, a significant omnibus F-value implies that somewhere among
the relevant means, one or more significant differences exist (see Judd, Yzerbyt, & Muller, Chapter 25 in
this volume). Thus, for example, a significant F-value
from a design that uses low, medium, and high levels of the independent variable must be decomposed
in order to permit effect size derivations. If a linear
contrast is reported, it will be equivalent to a comparison between the high and low levels. One could
compare the means only for the high and low levels
or also compare the medium level with the low and
the high levels (e.g., Rhodes & Wood, 1992). Or, if
the relation between the independent and dependent
variables is expected to be linear, one could compute
an F for the linear trend in the means and transform
it into g (see Glass et al., 1981; Rosenthal & Rosnow,
1985). Of course, analysts should use the means in a
particular study that would produce the most similar
comparison to that used to represent the other studies
in the sample. Treating studies' results in substantially
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TABLE 26.1A. Hypothetical analysis of variance summary tables (a) before
reconstitution and (b) after returning factor B's sums of squares to the error term
degrees
Source

Sum of squares

(a) Before reconstituting
430.33
A
200.12
B
43.55
AxB
1,244.29
Error
(b) After reconstituting
430.33
A
1,487.96
Error

Degrees of freedom

Mean squared error

Table 26.2A. A Hypothetical factorial design
in which a focal independent variable is
crossed with a moderator-independent
variable

F
NFoca!

15.22
7.08
1.54

44

430.33
200 .12
43.55
28.28
430.33
32.35

13.30

46

1

different ways would introduce noise into the effect
sizes in the database.
Similar issues arise in designs with two or more factors. In such instances, to make effect size comparisons
more similar across the studies in a meta -analytic sample, some methodologists have recommended producing one-way designs by returning the effects of irrelevant factors to the error term of the ANOVA (Glass
et al., 1981; Hedges & Becker, 1986; Morris & DeShon,
1997). This procedure should be seriously considered
for individual-difference variables that were crossed
with the crucial independent variable in only some
of the studies, because this source of variability would
not have been removed from the error term in studies
that did not assess these individual differences. When
these irrelevant variables were instead manipulated,
the decision is less straightforward, to the extent that
researchers have created extreme conditions atypical
of natural settings by means of powerful experimental
manipulations. Variability stemming from extreme or
atypical conditions would not be in the error term of
typical studies. Therefore, adding sums of squares for
such manipulated variables to the sum of squares error
could greatly inflate these error terms in at least some
instances and thus decrease the absolute magnitude
of effect sizes based on these error terms. As Morris
and DeShon (2002) concluded, in deciding whether
to return irrelevant factors to the error term, analysts
should keep as their goal the production of error terms
that are based on the same sources of variability across
the studies in the sample.
To illustrate how to return irrelevant factors to
the error term, Table 26.1A contains a hypothetical ANOVA for a two-factor design. The top panel
contains the ANOV A summary for the two factors.

Suppose that Factor A is the focal independent variable, and that Factor B is a meta -analytically irrelevant
variable. To represent the impact of Factor A on the
dependent variable, the variation due to Factor B can
be returned to the error term. This operation is performed by (a) adding the sum-of-squares due to Factor
B and its interaction with Factor A to the error sumof-squares and (b) adding the degrees of freedom due
to Factor B and its interaction to the degrees of freedom for error. Once the sum-of-squares for error has
been divided by its new degrees of freedom, the square
root of the resulting mean -square for error would be
interpretable as the standard deviation pooled within
the two levels of A, or SD = ,JJVIS;. The result of this
reconstitution of the error term appears in Panel b.
In this example, g may be derived by converting the
F-value that resulted from the reconstitution procedure, or it may be derived by dividing the difference
between the means of Factor A by SD. Morris and
DeShon ( 1997) presented other equations and examples of this strategy; Nouri and Greenberg (1995) presented techniques for use with more complex ANOVA
designs (e.g., those that mix between- and withinsubjects factors).
If the effects of the focal independent variable on
the dependent variable are expected to change within
the levels of another independent variable, separate
effect sizes can be calculated within levels of the second independent variable, as we already mentioned
above (see subsection "Multiple Reports from Individual Studies"). Specifically, as an alternative to rep resenting the effect of the ,focal independent variable aggregated over this other variable (i.e., as a
main effect), the analyst can partition each study on
this other variable and represent the effect of interest

IVModerator

Level 1
Level2
Level 3

Levell

Level2

Cell a
Cell c
Cell e

Cell b
Cell d
Cellf

within levels of this variable (i.e., as a simple main
effect). When interactions are expected, simple main
effects are the desired comparison, and the other,
interacting variable can function as a moderator of
the relation between the focal variables. As an example, Table 26.2A displays a 2 x 3 factorial design in
which the focal independent variable (IVtocai) and a
moderator variable (IVmoderator) serve as the factors.
Suppose that we expect the effect of IVtocai on the
dependent variable to change depending on the level
of IV moderator· To represent these contrasting expectations, a separate effect size must be derived for each
level of IVmoderator· Thus, the first g would result from
a comparison of the means from cells a and b, the second from cells c and d, and the third from cells e and
f To perform this calculation, it is necessary to obtain
all cell means and either (a) the within-cell standard
deviations, (b) the standard deviations for each relevant level of IV moderator (and transformed to SDpooled),
or (c) MSe for the ANOV A. The MSe can be recovered
when all cells means are reported and at least one Fvalue is known for the dependent variable, even when
the available F is not the most relevant to the analysts'
focal comparison (Johnson, 1993; Morris & DeShon,
1997) . These calculations are facilitated if the source
report contains a complete ANOVA table, but the components of the table can be estimated if the means,
cell sizes, and one or more F-values are known (Johnson, 1993). Then, SD = ,JJVIS;. Once this value or the
standard deviations are known, effect-size derivations
continue as though each condition were a separate
experiment.
Finally, F-values derived from multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA), in which one or more
independent variables were examined for their simultaneous influence on two or more dependent measures, should not be transformed into effect sizes if
the dependent variable of interest was combined with
other, irrelevant dependent variables (see Morrison,
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1976; Timm, 1975). If several measures of the same
conceptual dependent variable were combined in a
multivariate analysis, however, the analyst might
derive an effect size by taking the square root of
the proportion of variance that the independent variable accounts for in the best linear combination
of the dependent variables and treating this value
as an r (see Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996, pp. 388391, discussion of Wilk's Lambda), even if univariate F-values from ANOVAs are not available. However, because such effect sizes would be dependent
on the exact set of dependent variables included in
the multivariate analysis, some meta -analysts recommend against such procedures (Hunter & Schmidt,
1990).
This discussion of t- and F-values shows that complex statistical considerations can arise in translating
source reports into effect sizes. Because of these potential complexities, a reviewer should never proceed to
calculate effect sizes from an ANOVA without thoroughly understanding the design used for the data
analysis. The reviewer would be well advised to diagram the design with the relevant ns. Because multiple
error terms are common in the designs used in experimental social psychology, it is easy to use the wrong
error term for calculating the effect size. To prevent
such errors, advanced ANOVA texts are invaluable
(e.g., Myers & Well, 1991; Winer, Brown, & Michels,
1991). For reference purposes, meta-analysts may find
it convenient to produce a packet of the clearest textbook descriptions of designs that occur often in their
literatures.
Effect Sizes from r-values
Although r can be readily transformed tog,
2r

(26.11A)

g=~,

correlational reports often appear in a form other than
r (see Carroll, 1961; Cohen & Cohen, 1983; Glass et al.,
1981; Rosenthal, 1991, 1994). When r-values other
than the product-moment variety are reported (e.g.,
biserial r, phi coefficient), they can usually be interpreted as product-moment rs, except when they are
point-biserial rs. In this case, the meta-analyst would
convert the point-biserial r into the biserial r, which
approximates the product-moment r. If nA = nB or
when nA is approximately nB, rb = 1.253rpb, or, if
nA =t= nB,

rb

=

r p b _,JiiijiB
tJ-N

'

(26.12A)
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where N is the total sample size, and fL is the ordinate
of the unit normal distribution (i.e., the height of normal curve with surface equal to 1.0 at the point of division between segments containing nA and nB cases).
Similarly, if a study reports t calculated based on any
r-value, the t can be converted to a product-moment
correlation using
rb

=

rpbJnAnB

JLN

.

(26.13A)

Whereas standardized regression weights (/3) deriving from simple linear regressions are r-values and can
be so interpreted, f3s deriving from regressions with
more than one predictor cannot be directly interpreted
as r-values. The /3-value for a given predictor in a multiple regression equation is adjusted for the other independent variables present in the equation. In the case
of suppressor variables (Cohen & Cohen, 1983), these
adjustments can affect not only the value of f3 but
also its sign, which could be reversed from the sign of
the correlation between the two variables. Yet another
problem with converting /3-values to effect sizes is
that under some circumstances /3-values from multiple regression equations exceed Ill, whereas r-values
never exceed 1111. For example, if Equation 26.11A is
used with a f3 of 1.1, the denominator of the equation
will be the square root of a negative number, -0.21,
which is an irrational mathematical operation. Therefore, as a general rule, in meta -analyses for which
multiple regression results are the exception and other
studies in the sample report statistics unadjusted for
the other variables in the equation, multiple regression results should not be converted to effect sizes (see
Hunter & Schmidt, 1990). Of course, before discarding
a study because its findings were reported in a multiple regression, one should see whether a correlation
matrix or comparable statistics appear in the report or
could be obtained from its authors.
If many of the studies in a literature contain multiple regression equations that use the same conceptual independent variables to predict the same conceptual dependent variable, syntheses could pursue two
strategies. One alternative is to examine how much
variance (estimated by multiple R 2 ) was explained in
the criterion variable by the set of predictor variables.
For example, an analyst might examine each study to
determine how much variance in intentions to perform a behavior was explained by the simultaneous
impact of attitudes toward performing the behavior
and normative expectations about the behavior (see
Sheppard, Hartwick, & Warshaw, 1988). Hedges and
Olkin ( 1985, p. 239) provide an alternative strategy
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that relies directly on the f3s and their sample sizes to
produce an aggregate weighted beta-weight.
Effect Sizes from Chi -square Values
Chi-square (x 2 ) values are sometimes used to test
for the frequency with which groups meet some criterion or to test for the association between two variabies (Hays, 1988). If the x 2 results from a 2 x 2 classification table linking a predictor (X) to the outcome
( Y), then r can be calculated:
(26.14A)
where rrp is a phi coefficient and approximates the
product-moment rand can be converted tog:
2r
g=~·

(26.15A)

Note: that if there is more than 1 degree of freedom in the x 2 value, it cannot be directly converted
into an effect size because the x 2 may describe a nonlinear pattern. It may be possible to compute x 2 for
an appropriate 2 x 2 table based on the proportions
of the relevant groups that meet a criterion (see the
next subsection). If the data for these recomputations
are not available, the study result cannot be used to
derive an effect size.
Effect Sizes from Proportions Meeting a
Criterion
In some designs, the proportion of individuals in
one group (PE) who meet a given criterion is compared with the proportion of individuals in another
group (Pc) who meet it. For example, the proportion of
people who help another person _in one experimental
condition can be compared to the proportion of people
who help in another condition (see Eagly & Crowley,
1986). Although these proportions can be transformed
into an effect size by using a probit transformation
(Glass et al., 1981) or by treating the proportions as
means (Snedecor & Cochran, 1980), the most efficient solution is to use the Cox transformation of the
odds ratio gauging the effect size (see Table 26.2A,
line 8),

9cox

=

LOR
1.

65

,

(26.16A)

where LOR is the logged odds ratio (Sanchez-Meca,
Marin-Martinez, & Chac6n-Moscoso, 2003). Note that

this equation assumes that the proportions are in
relation to the study's unit of analysis, which usually
is the numbers of persons. The equations do not apply
to proportions that represent values of dependent variabies assessed for each unit of analysis. For example,
if each participant's helping were assessed by a selfreport of the proportion of occasions on which he or
she helped, these data would produce an effect size
by equations that use the variability of these proportions (e.g., Table 26.2, line 1) rather than Equation
26.16A.
Effect Sizes from Probabilities Associated with
Inferential Statistics
Source reports sometimes contain only a p-value
associated with the critical effect (e.g., p = .0439),
which can be used to calculate an effect size if the
direction of the finding and the sample size (n) are
known. To do so, the analyst would use a statistical package's (e.g., SAS, IMSL, SPSS, Stata) or a
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spreadsheet's inverse probability distribution functions, which provide an exact solution of a test statistic from p. For example, SAS provides BETAINV,
which yields F from p and df, after which the
F can be converted to g using Equations 26 .7A
through 26.10A (assuming that the F compares the
means of only two groups). Obviously, an exact
p allows an excellent estimate of a test statistic and therefore of g. Conversely, a level p (e.g.,
p < .05) gives a poorer estimate, because it would
ordinarily be treated as exactly the p level given (e.g.,
p < .01 would be understood asp = .01). The mere
statement that a finding is "significant" can be treated
asp = .05 in studies that apparently use the conventional p < .05 rule for determining significance and
indicate the direction of the effect, but the effect sizes
estimated on this basis may be quite inaccurate (Ray &
Shadish, 1996). Finally, reports often differ in whether
a one-tailed or two-tailed probability level is reported;
if no information is provided, the convention is that
the study authors have used a two-tailed test.

